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WHO WE ARE
The playground is the ideal place to just be a child, a place to play, a place for fun,
a place to grow and a place to learn.

Lets get children playing outdoors again!
Powered by human activity our interactive play range is suitable for children
and young adults. By requiring the user to physically interact with our equipment
these actions charge up the equipment to play games, stories or music.
No additional power is required! All our play equipment is vandal resistant and
designed for all year outdoor use.
Have you played with outdoor interactive game equipment? It is quite possible,
it was made by our partners Playnetic’s manufacturers and developers of world class
sustainable interactive play equipment.

what we offer
audionetics- page 1.
musicball / storyball- page 2.
kineticwheel- page 3.
dj post- page 4.
jumpstone- page 5.
gamenetic- page 6.
audiozone- page 7
shotspot- page 8.
gamewall- page 9

pedal powered stimulating excercises.

audionetic

How does it work?

suitable for

Great games that stimulate exercise and social
engagement!
By pushing the foot pedal, children generate
the energy required to paly the audio files stored
on the USB stick. Powered up? Press the push
button and a selection of games will follow.

Move, listen,
learn & have
lots of fun!

The AudioNetic randomly selects a game!
All commands are focused on physical movement
and interaction. Typical games include Hopscotch,
tag, hide and seek, everything is covered.

Age: 4+
Height: 908mm
Diameter: 300mm
Weight: 23 kg
User friendly:
Registration use:
Human powered:
Audio:
Time lock: optional

Did you know that there are over 50 different
variants of tag!
Want to laugh? There are also jokes and riddles
included! Laughing is super healthy!

No external power
Easy to install
Safe

Customise it to your
own requirments.

height 908mm
body 200mm dia
base 300mm dia
base with pedal 362mm dia
top 15
safety zone at least 150cm

Where?
Playgrounds
Amusement parks
Holiday parks
Schools

Certification: NEN EN1176-1:2008
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hand powered endless fun.

musicball

How does it work?

Sing aloud

suitable for

This playful Ball is super sustainable, as a child
only needs to turn the hand crank, or for children
in wheelchairs or with limited mobility, just gently
push the crank from side to side to create the
energy to play the song or story stored on the
USB stick. Your choice of USB stick determines
whether you purchase a MusicBall or StoryBall.
MusicBall:
After you turn the crank, the MusicBall will play
well-known children’s songs, so everyone can
sing along. An essential element in childrens
development is in fact music. Music helps the
development of physical, emotional, social and
cognitive skills. The MusicBall will make you
want to dance and sing,so it’s a cheerful way to
stimulate children’s development!

Age: 3+
Height: 635mm
Diameter: 395mm
Weight: 28 kg
User friendly:
Registration use:
Human powered:
Audio:
Time lock: optional

hand crank

Singing and dancing are more than just fun!
height 635mm

StoryBall:

No external power
Easy to install
Safe

sphere 395mm dia
safety zone at least 150cm

By listening the imagination will be activated.
Fantasy makes flexible thinking possible, which
creates an imagination. Imagination is the basis
for inspiration, new ideas and development.

Where?
Playgrounds
Amusement parks
Holiday parks
Schools

Certification: NEN EN1176-1:2008
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kineticwheel

hand powered themed play.
How does it work?

suitable for

Spin the wheel and energize the KineticWheel.
You will (randomly) hear an audio clip full of
experience.
A choice of three styles of steering wheel,
depending on which style of wheel a unique
USB stick plays sounds associated with your
chosen wheel that will emulate either ships,
racing cars or planes and a range of other
sounds helping to bring imaginations to life!

Age: 3+
Height: 1000mm
Width: 300mm
Weight: 42 kg
User friendly:
Registration use:
Human powered:
Audio:
Time lock: optional

Children can be a pilot, pirate or experience the
feeling of a driver in the cockpit.
All possible by using the KineticWheel.
The KineticWheel comes with a wooden steering
wheel. Would you rather play your own sound on
the USB stick? Then simply record your own
MP3 file(s)!

height 1000mm
width 300mm

Where?

base plate 300mm sq
safety zone at least 150cm

Playgrounds
Amusement parks
Holiday parks
Schools

Certification: NEN EN1176-1:2008
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dj post

hand power, enjoy your own music.
?

suitable for

Turn the disc, keep turning! This generates
energy. Put the phone on loudspeaker and
put it in the designated area, under the
protective hood.

Age: 10+
Height: 975mm
Width: 300mm
Weight: 50 kg
User friendly:
Registration use:
Human powered:
Audio:
Time lock: optional

The DJ Post amplifies the sound from the
smartphone! The built-in tech picks up the
sound of the smartphone automatically.
No bluetooth, no cables!
It is always nice to listen to your music even
more so when its your own.What better way
to bring your community space to life.
Without a doubt the most solid product
we have.
Afraid of (noise) disturbance? Not necessary!
The DJ Post comes with a (optional) time lock.

no cables no electricity needed
height 975mm
base plate 300mm sq
safety zone at least 150cm

Where?
Playgrounds
Amusement parks
Holiday parks
Schools

Certification: NEN EN1176-1:2008
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jump power creating intense excercise.

jumpstone

How does it work?

suitable for

By jumping, children love to jump. By jumping
on the jumpstone they generate electricity
and a randomly selected song will play. Children
then have to keep jumping, in order to let the
song continue. Very intense, but luckily they have
time to swap with someone esle to keep the sings
going.
Jumping is a very intense form of movement and
great for getting fit, improving a childs balance
and coordination.

Age: 3+
Height: 252mm
Diameter: 511mm
Weight: 35 kg
User friendly:
Registration use:
Human powered:
Audio:
Time lock: optional

Studies have shown that music is not only fun but
also stimulates the mind and will help reduce
concentration problems

No external power

Easy to install

Safe

The JumpStone comes with
a collection of American
children’s songs.

Where?

height 253mm
square 511mm

Playgrounds

safety zone at least 150cm

Amusement parks
Holiday parks
Schools

Certification: NEN EN1176-1:2008
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hand powered gaming station.

gamenetic

How does it work?

suitable for

Let’s start with a workout! Keep working the
foot pedal until the GameNetic tells you to stop.
Now, “let the games begin!”

Challenging

&

Cool games

The GameNetic is a game console designed
specifically for public spaces. Supplied with
four interactive games that include memory
and numeracy. It is a great way for children to
play together as a team. Just pump the pedal,
select a game, and aim for the highest score
to win the game.

Age: 8+
Height: 908mm
Diameter: 300mm
Weight: 23 kg
User friendly:
Registration use:
Human powered:
Audio:
Time lock: optional

The console comes fitted with a foot pedal,
two buttons and a display, it is very safe and
user-friendly. The score is determined by a
clever combination of reaction time and the
number of correct answers.
This makes the GameNetic suitable for children
within the age group of 8 to 12 years.

height 908mm
body 200mm dia

Constantly varying questions and tasks provide
long-lasting fun. The combination of light and sound
will make children experience the real game feeling.

base 300mm dia
base with pedal 362mm dia
top 15
safety zone at least 150cm

Where?
Playgrounds
Amusement parks
Holiday parks
Schools

Certification: NEN EN1176-1:2008
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audiozone

hand power, play the game with side kicks.
How does it work?

suitable for

Turn the crank and energize the AudioZone.

Age: 6+
Height crank : 635mm
Height sidekick: 215mm
Diameter crank: 395mm
Diameter sidekick: 395mm
Weight: 90 kg
Registration use:
Human powered:
Audio visual:
Time lock: optional

When there is enough electricity generated,
children can play the games using the
side kicks. a fantastic starter interactive play
game with four games that include memory
and speed games.
As children work out the right answer, they
sprint to the illuminated sidekick. Children
can score by using their hands, feet, a ball
or whatever they come up with.

hand crank

4 games included:
memory, speed test, the BOMB, and……....

Test reaction times.

side kicks

Where?
Playgrounds
Amusement parks
Holiday parks
Schools
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hand powered unique double sided play wall.

shotspot

How does it work?

suitable for

The ShotSpot is an interactive game that has six
impact-sensitive panels and LED lighting. The
ShotSpot is supplied with three pre-programed
games inside: Sharpshooter, Memory and Lighfight.
these challenging games motivate users to move,
practice and improve their accuracy in a fun way.
The colourful LED lighting and sounds give users
feedback on their performance.

Age:6+
Height: 1600mm
Width: 2300mm
Weight: 500 kg
User friendly:
Registration use:
Human powered:
Audio:
Time lock: optional

The ShotSpot encourages children and teens to
play outdoors instead of using their computer or
television. ShotSpot also appeals to adults and the
games can be played alone or in a group.

Football
Hurling
Camogie
Soccer
Tennis

The ShotSpot is 100% human powered. No need for

height 1600mm

external electricity and no batteries inside. It is

width 2300mm

possible to play with the ShotSpot from two sides.

safety zone at least 150cm

Even teenagers, who otherwise have no interest in
playgrounds or sports facilities, will embrace this
amazing interactive ShotSpot!

Where?
Playgrounds
Amusement parks
Holiday parks
Schools

Certification: NEN EN1176-1:2008
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hand powered how fast are you?

gamewall

How does it work?

suitable for

Turn the wheel and energise the game.
Select one of four interactive games.
Speed test
Quick colours
Memory
Chase light
Super bright illuminated push buttons and digital
sound quality transform this wall into an impressive
inactive play panel for almost all ages. The games
encourage the players to develop cognitive and
physical skills as well as learning teamwork.

Age: 6+
Height: 1160mm
Width: 2650mm
Depth: 160mm
Weight: 45 kg
User friendly:
Registration use:
Human powered:
Audio:
Time lock: optional

A robust construction means the gamewall can be installed
at unattended locations. This perfect stand alone product
is available in three finishes; smooth powder coat, UV
resistant vinyl or high quality sublimation paint. Art work can
be completely bespoke to suit the theme of your playground.

No external power
Easy to install
Safe

Four games are included
on the USB stick!
Where?
Playgrounds

height 1160mm

Amusement parks

depth 160mm

Holiday parks
Schools

width 2650mm
safety zone at least 150cm

Certification: NEN EN1176-1:2008
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